
The Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History Let’s Do History Tour brings Museum staff 
to communities nationwide for 2 days to share exciting teaching techniques and free K-12 resources.

• Teacher workshops led by Smithsonian educators
• Reimbursement for substitute teachers
• Free teaching materials for all participants
• Continued support through online community

What You Get

• Staff time to recruit participants 
• A site to host workshops
• A responsive point of contact 

What You Give

“The program energized my desire to 
really teach history and bring it 
alive!”        

“My expectations were wildly 
surpassed. Best in-service I’ve attended 
in the past 5 years.” 
  –West Virginia teacher

“We were up, we were down, we were 
at the computers. It reminded me of 
what class should be like.”    
  -South Dakota teacher

The Star Spangled Banner, one of the millions 
of objects digitally accessible for teaching

98% | achieved pre-stated goals for session
93% | likely or very likely to use resources & strategies
93% | found valuable or very valuable for rethinking practices

Feedback from 1,708 Participants

–Alabama teacher

http://amhistory.si.edu/starspangledbanner/
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Program Description

“Loved the games, the resources, the live video chat—basically, I feel like the most valuable takeaway from today’s session is 
the ability to easily bring history to life for my students and create a memorable experience for them.” –Louisiana teacher

“Wow, the teaching with drama and the demonstrations, they grabbed your attention and made you want to do more and be a 
better teacher. It made me glad I gave up a Saturday during Spring break. This rocks!” –Hawaii teacher
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WHAT:

HOW:

The Museum will share its interdisciplinary “do history” approach to teaching with a focus on everyday 
objects, people-centered stories and dialogue. Free materials, including flash drives with classroom materials, 
links to web resources, and teaching tools will be given to every participant, along with a certificate of 
completion. 
The program elements may include:
• Methods focused on object-based inquiry, primary source analysis, and critical evaluation of source material
• Video segments that illustrate student engagement when “doing” history
• Live Internet video connection to Museum to allow interaction with staff 
• Demonstration of NMAH online resources and tools available to teachers and students
• Tailored segments that connect local stories to the national narrative 
Participants will receive onsite instruction as well as ongoing access to Smithsonian resources and staff via an 
online community.  The goals of the program are to help teachers rethink the way they teach history and social 
studies by providing them with unique opportunities to engage with national collections, collaborate with 
Museum staff and fellow classroom teachers, and share their knowledge and experiences in an exchange of 
best practices. 

WHO: The Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History (NMAH) Let’s Do History Tour will bring NMAH 
staff to your district to share exciting teaching techniques and free K-12 resources. This program is funded 
by the A. James Clark Excellence in History Teaching Program. 

Contact museum staff for additional information and to express interest in the program. Districts are 
responsible for recruiting participants and finding a space to host the sessions. The Smithsonian will 
reimburse the district for expenses towards the cost of substitute teachers (not to exceed $6,000).  After the 
sessions, participants will have the chance to implement what they learned and get a free teaching object by 
sharing what they did with the Museum. We request the willingness of the district to respond to online 
follow-up surveys (not to exceed two) to assist in determining and improving program efficacy. 



• Warm up activity: American History Apples-to-Apples, a discussion-based game 
• Evaluating sources of information with focus on Common Core and 21st Century Skills 
• Lesson Planning: Small group work on activity development using Smithsonian resources
• Teaching with Drama: Teaching strategies and debate with discussion of Common Core
• Cross-curricular connections through invention and innovation with focus on 21st Century Skills
• Language Arts Integration (elementary)  | Historical Investigations (secondary)
• Local connections to regional stories and resources
• Closing and evaluations
 

In-Person Daylong Workshop | 6 hrs., 30-50 participants, K-12 audience

Session Descriptions
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Day 1 - Two Large-Group, Introductory Sessions - We will present two separate sessions, one for K-5th 
grade educators and one for 6-12th grade educators.

• Introduction to the National Museum of American History and Common Core connections
• Questioning Strategies with Objects
• Tools of the Historian: Game show focused on analyzing multiple sources 
• Classroom Application
• Teaching with Drama
• Interdisciplinary Connections
• Closing and evaluations 

In-Person | 3 hrs., 150-300 participants total (75-150 per session), presented before workshop

Day 2 - Hands-On, In-Depth Workshop - An opportunity for a small cohort who attended an introductory session 
to delve more deeply into the Museum’s strategies and to begin to apply them to a lesson for their classroom. 

Note: Districts may invite neighboring districts to assist in meeting attendance requirements



How effective were the sessions?

Who participated?

Percentage of Participants who Feel Comfortable or Very 
Comfortable with Session Strategies

Teaching with Objects

Teaching with Drama

Integrating History with 
Other Content Areas 

Teaching with Local 
Museum Resources

Before Session

88%
After Session

96%

57% 73%

71% 87%

61% 84%

Note: results based on 1478 pre-session surveys and 
1431 post-session surveys

Percentage of Participants who Agree or Strongly Agree       
with the Statements Below as a Result of the Session

100%

99%

99%

96%

98%

100%

100%

94%

Participants’ Pre-Stated 
Goals for Session Achieved 

Likeliness to Use 
Resources and Strategies  

Yes 98%

Likeliness to Share       
Content with Colleagues

Likely 
27%

Session’s Value for 
Rethinking Practices 

Very 
Valuable

Valuable 
33%

No (2%)

Likely 
26%

Somewhat Valuable (6%)

Somewhat Likely (6%) Somewhat Likely (6%)

I feel more valued as a history teacher.

I feel more energized and confident about                   
teaching with objects and primary sources.

I am more confident in my ability to get 
students excited about history.

I feel more energized about teaching    
history.

I am more likely to develop 
interdisciplinary lessons with colleagues.

I feel more confident in my ability to 
locate primary sources online.

I am likely to encourage my colleagues to 
teach with session strategies and resources.

I am likely to take part in the Thinkfinity 
online community.

Elementary
      52% 

Secondary
     48% 

In 2012 and 2013, Museum educators traveled to ten locations 
throughout the country to deliver teacher professional development 
as part of the Smithsonian’s Let’s Do History Tour. The sessions involved 
local teachers in an interactive training that included a live video chat 
with a curator and living history characters, hands-on activities with 
objects, and an overview of the Museum’s free online resources. The data 
below is based on participant pre- and post-surveys from those sessions. We 
worked with an independent evaluation firm to gather this data, and the firm 
will be further evaluating the program.    

1708 elementary and secondary educators
70% have 7 or more years of teaching experience
65% teach in a Title 1, military connected, or school involved in systemic change
93% had never used or only used NMAH resources once or twice a year

60%

Not Valuable (<1%)

Not Likely (<1%) Not Likely (<1%)

Very 
Likely

67%

Very 
Likely

67%

Auburn, AL        Rapid City, SD       Charleston, WV         Clarksville, TN       New Orleans, LA        
Lawton, OK       Honolulu, HI         Baton Rouge, LA        Austin, TX                    Lafayette, LA        

Program Evaluation Data
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Evaluation Summary

 

        Summary of Formative Findings: 
Let’s Do History and Teach-It-Forward 

Excerpt from March 2013 Report Summary 
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The Museum and the Common Core
The Common Core State Standards represent an approach to teaching well aligned with the educational philosophy of 
museums including the National Museum of American History.  Like the Museum, the Common Core Standards 
emphasize the use of informational text and original sources, close examination of text and other materials, exploration 
of multiple perspectives, and argue for student-centered, inquiry-based learning in which students formulate and articu-
late independent responses to prompts.  A sample of standards aligned to elements of the Let’s Do History Tour is 
included below.
 
Teaching with Objects
Common Core Anchor Standards: Writing, Research to Build and Present Knowledge
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.W.8 Gather relevant information from multiple print and digital sources, assess the credibil-
ity and accuracy of each source, and integrate the information...

Teaching with Drama
Common Core Anchor Standards: Speaking and Listening, Comprehension and Collaboration
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.3 Evaluate a speaker’s point of view, reasoning, and use of evidence and rhetoric.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.SL.1 Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations 
with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly and persuasively.

Language Arts Integration
Common Core Anchor Standards: Reading: Key Ideas and Details
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.2 Determine central ideas or themes of a text and analyze their development; summarize 
the key supporting details and ideas.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.CCRA.R.3 Analyze how and why individuals, events, or ideas develop and interact over the course 
of a text.

Standards Alignment
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“I came away excited: to step back from my classroom to get some new ideas or twists on old ones was just great; it was like a  
shot in the arm or energy boost…now I’m excited to go back and use what I learned.”  –West Virginia teacher

–Tennessee teacher

“I knew that it would be different, interesting, and invigorating—and it was!” –Texas teacher

“I really enjoyed the [curator] interview! I am encouraged to contact our local museum for such an experience. Thank you!” 

From left to right: Abraham Lincoln’s top hat, the gold nugget believed to have started the California gold rush, Abigail Adam’s yellow slippers

http://americanhistory.si.edu/first-ladies/first-ladies-fashions-page-5
http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_1199660
http://americanhistory.si.edu/collections/search/object/nmah_741894


Next Steps
Action

1.  Have a district representative sign a Memorandum of Understanding

2. Confirm a date and location for the sessions

3.  Complete a logistics form

4.  Promote the sessions and recruit teachers to participate

5.  Host the program 

6.  Send Smithsonian an invoice for substitute costs

7.  Complete a follow-up survey 
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These are the general next steps in district partnership; however, a Museum educator will be in touch with you to 
discuss how to best proceed. In the meantime, please don’t hesitate to contact us with any questions or concerns:

Carrie Kotcho
A. James Clark Director of Education & Outreach
Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History
202-633-3710, KotchoC@si.edu

Naomi Coquillon and Matthew Hoffman, Let’s Do History Tour presenters

To find online resources from the Museum, visit Smithsonian’s History Explorer.

HISTORY EXPLORER
Smithsonian’s 

mailto:coquillonn%40si.edu?subject=Smithsonian%27s%20Let%27s%20Do%20History%20Tour
http://historyexplorer.si.edu/
http://historyexplorer.si.edu/home/
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